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There was once a country called Singapore 
Which was scared of the number four 

Not all condos are created equal! 
If you think that, you may be killed 

In the market, ‘cos four makes you poor. 
 

  - Michael Badain



1   Introduction 

 Economists are said to know the price of everything (and accused of knowing the 

value of nothing.) What, then, is the price of an unusual good like luckiness?* More 

specifically, what is the additional price that buyers are willing to pay for a lucky unit 

number in the apartment market? And, second, is luckiness a luxury good—does an increase 

in income cause an even larger increase in the price of luckiness?  

This is not a superficial question. Beliefs about lucky or unlucky numbers have 

considerable impact on behavior; superstitious Chinese families avoid moving into new 

houses on days of the month with the number 4; Chinese restaurants charge prices like 

$888.88 on their banquet menus to bring their customers good luck. Markets outside of real 

estate have long recognized the impact of numerological superstition in Chinese-dominated 

cities like Singapore and Hong Kong. Auction markets exist, for example, for lucky license 

plate numbers, which are taken out of general circulation and which sell for hundreds of 

thousands of dollars—a license plate with the number 8 commanded US$640,000 in Hong 

Kong in 1992 (Bourassa and Peng, 1999).1  

Parsing what, exactly, “value” means here is important. Because the value of real 

estate is already notoriously difficult to determine, using the example of cars and license 

                                                 
* All prices are in Singapore dollars unless otherwise stated. Exchange rate as of April 22 2008: SGD 1 = 
USD 0.74004  
1 Another example: in February 2008, the United Arab Emirates auctioned off a license plate bearing 
nothing but the number 1 for US$14 million. Though Arabic culture may consider 1 to be neutral in terms 
of luckiness, the example still demonstrates that numbers may themselves command substantial prices that 
seem to have little to do with the productive value they add to the good to which they are attached.  
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plates may be more instructive. The productive or objective value of a car derives from its 

primary function—getting its owner to his destination quickly, reliably and comfortably. Its 

lucky license plate, however, could contribute both objectively and subjectively to the overall 

utility that the owner derives from the car: subjectively because the owner may just value 

lucky numbers in and of themselves—a direct contribution—objectively because lucky 

numbers may improve how well the car performs its function by making the owner feel more 

confident and drive better—an indirect contribution. Often, a decision is considered rational 

only when it directly produces objective/productive value. As the theory section of this paper 

discusses, however, rationality is a much more complicated concept. A quick example: the 

productive value of a license plate number would change if one considers ostentation to be 

part of a car’s primary function.  

 Little attempt has been made to capture the marginal willingness to pay for lucky 

numbers. Yet an analysis of luckiness has interesting welfare implications. Suppose that 

unlucky numbers are discounted—non-superstitious buyers could boost their welfare by 

focusing their search on unlucky-numbered condominium units. Also, analyzing lucky 

number premiums over time may unearth some new real estate indicators. Chau, Ma and Ho 

(2001) claim to find a correlation between housing bubbles peaks and peaks of lucky number 

premiums in Hong Kong and suggest that the price of lucky numbers could be used to help 

forecast turning points in the housing market. Unfortunately, as the data section elaborates, 

the Singapore real estate market suffered a downturn during most of the period of study, 

making a similar analysis on the Singapore data difficult.  

 Empirical studies on Chinese number superstition’s impact on real estate prices do 

exist, like Chau et. al., Choy, Mak and Ho (2007) and Bourassa and Peng (1999). However, 

these studies generally suffer from three limitations. First, they use limited data—Chau et. al. 

used transaction records from a single estate development in Hong Kong over two separate 
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three-month periods. Second, the models generally leave the analysis at the floor-number 

level when a unit-level analysis would be more appropriate. Third, though Chau et. al. 

claimed that luckiness was a luxury good, these studies’ models merely estimated the 

observed market  price of luckiness, which is, by definition, an equilibrium price. They 

neglected to break out the supply and demand factors that go into determining that 

equilibrium price—a supply/demand simultaneity problem highlighted in Rosen (1974) and 

Bartik (1987) and a necessary step to answering a demand-side question like luckiness’ 

income elasticity. Nor did they consider that luckiness’ income elasticity might itself be 

income elastic—might change with different income groups in the population. Perhaps 

luckiness exhibits more luxury characteristics in poorer populations, which tend to be less 

educated and more superstitious. Alternatively, luckiness may be a luxury good only in 

higher-income groups because rich people use lucky numbers as a way to consume 

conspicuously or because only they can afford to take into account such an intangible concept 

in their purchasing decisions.  

 This paper has the advantage of much more extensive data, capturing all transactions 

on condominium units that occurred in Singapore over a 12-year period. The models used in 

previous studies are adapted to give a clearer idea of luckiness’ impact on price, and the 

analysis is performed separately on different income groups to investigate how luckiness’ 

income elasticity might change as income changes.  
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2   Theory and Literature Review 

 Is factoring vanity or cultural beliefs into price-making decisions irrational? Much of 

the current literature implies that it is. In their analysis of the Hong Kong license plate 

auction market, for example, Woo and Kwok (1993) consider luckiness to have zero 

“intrinsic” or objective real value; the price that lucky license plates command, they conclude, 

is determined entirely by arbitrary consumer preferences. Brown, Chua, and Mitchell (2002) 

found that Hong Kong stock market prices tend to cluster around lucky numbers, especially 

during culturally significant and auspicious events like Chinese New Year. In their attempt to 

explain this phenomenon, they posit that the average person is not entirely rational, acting not 

with exact precision but within “spheres of considerable haziness” (Von Neumann and 

Morgenstern, 1953). In other words, the average person has “equivalence intervals” 

(MacCrimmon and Smith, 1986) in their valuation decisions. People choose lucky prices in 

the stock market (or, in this paper’s case, are willing to pay extra for lucky numbered 

apartments) because they don’t know exactly how much the good they’re paying for should 

cost anyway.  

But it follows from the “sphere of haziness theory” that imprecise decision making 

would produce random variations; instead, these authors themselves observe a systematic 

preference for luckiness. People are in fact actively purchasing lucky numbers. Thus it is 

sophistical to argue that a lucky number has no objective real value. True, luckiness is an 

intangible concept—and a lucky unit number might be valued in part because people just 
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happen to like them and derive utility from them. But paying for something that yields utility, 

regardless of what productive or tangible value one might receive, is not an irrational action. 

Moreover, a buyer may also consider a lucky unit number important because he would feel 

happier, and thus experience less stress and improved health. In that case, intangible 

luckiness would be providing a very tangible benefit, and contribute the condominium unit’s 

objective value by improving its ability to keep its occupants sheltered and happy. Contrary 

to layman’s intuition, the objectivity/subjectivity of luckiness’ value, and the tangible or 

intangible benefits it provides, do not necessarily make a decision to pay for it rational or 

irrational.  

First, since real estate is often an investment, resale value must be taken into account. 

A buyer may discount an unlucky-numbered unit because he believes that it would be more 

difficult to sell at a later date, as Bourassa and Peng (1999) suggest. Or a buyer may be 

willing to pay extra for a lucky unit because he believes that he can command an even higher 

price for it in the future. This is not only logical, but smart. Second, opportunity costs must 

be taken into account. It would be irrational, for example, to spend money on a lucky unit 

number even if it improved one’s living experience and increased the utility one derived from 

that new unit if, as a result, one had to forego a vacation to Hawaii that would have yielded 

even greater utility. But microeconomics tells us that consumers would simply allocate their 

income so that the marginal utility derived from their consumption would be equal across all 

goods.  

It would be interesting to discern the opportunity cost to individual consumers, and 

the different kinds of benefits luckiness provides, via empirical analysis. First, however, it is 

necessary to confirm that consumers are indeed paying for lucky numbers and discounting 

unlucky numbers. Unlike, say, the market for staples, which are all virtually interchangeable, 

products in a real estate market—apartment and condominium units and houses—are 
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extremely heterogenous. Court (1939) and Griliches (1971) introduced the idea of hedonic 

price analysis to estimate the value of such heterogeneous goods. As Rosen (1974) explains, 

hedonic theory conceives of a good as a bundle of utility-bearing attributes. Applying this 

analysis in the real estate market means that each unique, differentiated apartment unit can be 

decomposed into much more generic characteristics for comparison. For example, Case and 

Quigley (1991) and Mok, Chan and Ho (1995), using the hedonic approach, concluded that 

size, floor level and quality of view increased price, while Robin (1995) found that price also 

decreased with age.  

 Specifically, a few papers have used hedonic price analysis to estimate the impact of 

number superstition on prices in predominantly Chinese markets. In this approach, “lucky 

number” is simply added to the basic hedonic model as another characteristic. Results were 

mixed, but, in general, they support the hypothesis that number superstition plays a role in 

real estate pricing. Chau, Ma and Ho (2001) found that floor numbers ending in the number 8 

commanded a statistically significant premium of 2.8% in general and higher during housing 

boom periods; floor numbers ending in the number 4 transacted at discounts, though the 

result was statistically insignificant. Choy, Mak and Ho (2007) grouped digits into “Lucky” 

and “Unlucky” dummy variables according to Chinese tradition and found a statistically 

significant discount associated with unlucky floor numbers but no premium for lucky floor 

numbers in Hong Kong. Bourassa and Peng (1999) investigated New Zealand neighborhoods 

with a high concentration of Chinese residents and discovered that lucky numbers had a 

positive but statistically insignificant effect, while unlucky numbers had little to no negative 

impact.  

  Auspicious as these findings are, their papers employ models that could use some 

refinement. For example, classifying 40% of possible observations (3, 6, 8, and 9 out of the 

digits 0-9) under a single “Lucky” dummy variable as Bourassa and Peng (1999) did 
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produces a variable that is not particularly informative. The positive variation observed with 

“Lucky” may be due entirely to the number 8, and the effect may be diluted by possible 

negative effects associated with the other numbers. They also treated subjective observations 

(such as quality of roof and wall materials as assessed by a valuer) as objective variables and 

failed to explain how the subjective observations were determined. In a similar vein, Choy, 

Mak and Ho (2001) included a “MTR” dummy variable that simply noted if the closest Mass 

Transit Railway stop was less than or more than ten minutes away from a building—a crude 

measure where a continuous one might be more informative. Further, the papers make only 

cursory attempts to relax the assumption that utility-bearing attributes have a linear 

relationship to price. Chau, Ma and Ho (2001) are the most thorough in relaxing the linear 

assumption, including squared terms to account for changing marginal effects and interaction 

variables to consider how the effect of luckiness may itself be affected by boom or bust 

periods in the market.  

 Most importantly, all of the above papers make little attempt to account for Rosen 

(1974)’s and Bartik (1987)’s critiques of hedonic regressions, such as the problems of 

simultaneity and endogeneity, which produce biased results. Woo and Kwok (1993) argue 

that the supply/demand simultaneity problem is mitigated when production costs are 

negligible (it costs the same to produce a lucky unit number and a normal or unlucky unit 

number) because there is no supply curve to speak of. However, even without a supply curve 

from the developer (the “supplier” or manufacturer of lucky numbers,) there still exists a 

supply of and demand for lucky numbers, and thus the papers manage to deconstruct only the 

transaction price of the apartment units—that is, the price at supply/demand equilibrium. No 

conclusions can be drawn about either the price elasticity or income elasticity of demand for 

luckiness. Further, the models’ simplicity increases the risk of an endogeneity problem. If a 

lucky number dummy variable, or one of the other listed explanatory variables correlated 
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with a lucky number dummy variable, is also correlated with an omitted factor captured in 

the error term, results could be biased. Except for Bourassa and Peng (1999), who use house 

block number data, the papers focus on the implicit price of a lucky floor number and make 

only minimal effort to control for the other impacts that a unit’s floor may have on its price. 

Of course, the factors that can be included in the regression are limited by the data at hand, 

but refining the models they employ, even with just the available data, could make results 

more robust.  

 One final theoretical issue must be addressed. Ideally, this paper aims to estimate the 

income elasticity of lucky numbers; that is, how the percentage change in demand for lucky 

numbers varies with the percentage change in income. With the data available, however, this 

paper looks at the effect of income variation through the lens of price—how the price of 

luckiness may change with different income levels. Note, however, that this is a different 

concept, again, from price elasticity, which refers to the percentage change in the demand for 

luckiness as price changes. Here, a large difference in price implies that lucky numbers are 

relatively income elastic; a small difference that lucky numbers are relatively income 

inelastic.  
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3   Data Summary 

 Transaction price data on the Singapore condominium market were obtained from a 

professional data collection agency, which purchases it yearly from the Urban 

Redevelopment Authority (URA), the government agency responsible for land use planning 

in Singapore. It includes every transaction record on a condominium unit that occurred 

between January 1996 and November 2007. The information includes building name, address, 

price, residential district, area, floor and unit number, and whether a building’s land is owned 

outright (freehold) or leased (leasehold). [See Appendix for an explanation of Singapore real 

estate terminology.] The date that the sale was filed with the URA is taken to be the 

transaction date, and the building’s Temporary Occupation Permit (TOP) date is used to 

calculate the age of the building.2 Prices are discounted to the 1Q1996 price level, using the 

quarterly condominium price index from the URA.3  

  

3.1 Description of Data 

The following table gives the basic characteristics of the data, broken down by 

income groups. To eliminate extreme values, only observations up to the 99th percentile of 

price, PSF and area were included.  

                                                 
2 Each building must have a temporary occupation permit, filed with the Singapore Land Authority, before 
it can be legally occupied.  
3 Note that Singapore’s real estate values suffered during the 1997 Asian financial crisis, which began 
about a year after the first observation in the data, and remained below the base period for most of the 
period under study. [Figure I in Appendix] 
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Table 3.1: Summary of Data 
 

      INCOME GROUP DISTRIBUTIONS 

  Total   Low Lower Middle Upper Middle High 

Number of Observations 105,892   34,528 29,672 23,355 27,325 

Price, $ (Mean) 1,119,604.00   645,468.40 844,536.50 1,073,726.00 1,996,095.00 

Price, $ (Median) 936,083.80   744,509.60 860,533.60 1,025,220.00 1,575,886.00 

PSF, $ (Mean) 795.37   615.38 691.21 786.32 1,118.65 

PSF, $ (Median) 721.77   626.10 689.20 793.48 1,086.82 

Area, sq ft (Mean) 1,392   1,088 1,262 1,428 1,831 

Area, sq ft (Median) 1,291   1,248 1,259 1,313 1,485 

Age, yrs (Mean)  7   7 6 7 7 

Age, yrs (Median)  6   6 7 6 8 

% Obs: FH Tenure 48.54%   20.63% 35.87% 62.64% 77.81% 

% Obs: LH Tenure 51.46%   79.37% 64.13% 37.36% 22.19% 

# of Unique Bldgs* 671   132 176 134 255 

Most Common Highest Flr** 20   16 10 20 20 

Avg Flr**  8.4   7.6 7.8 10.6 8.4 

Max 5 Units / Flr 3.46%   0.50% 0.72% 2.29% 10.33% 

No. Obs 3666   173 215 535 2823 

5-15 Max Units / Flr  26.47%   24.96% 23.56% 24.68% 32.67% 

No. Obs 28027   8618 6991 5765 8926 

15-25 Max Units / Flr  22.54%   17.11% 24.11% 26.88% 22.06% 

No. Obs 23868   5907 7153 6279 6029 

Max Units / Flr > 25 47.53%   57.43% 51.61% 46.14% 34.94% 

No. Obs 50331   19831 15313 10776 9547 
  100.00%   100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 
  

Data taken from collection agency, purchased from the Urban Redevelopment Authority of Singapore. 
Spans 143 months, from January 1996 to November 2007. 
* Refers to the number of different condominium buildings/developments in each district or in the data. 
** Most common highest floor: of the buildings in each district or in the data, the maximum floor that occurs the 
most often. 
** Average floor: of all the observations in each district or in the data, the floor of an average unit.

One of the great advantages of these data is that reliable information is available over 

a long study period, spanning 12 years. Excluding extreme values, there are 105,891 

observations. Selection bias is less of a problem because the data set includes all 

condominium transactions that occurred in Singapore during that time. Further, Singapore 

ensures that access to public services—such as schools, police stations and public 
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transportation—is well-distributed throughout its residential districts, so each observation in 

the data is fairly homogenous in that regard, especially compared to cities in the United 

States. Variation between residential districts is easy to control for because each transaction 

observation includes the unit’s building name, address and residential district. Save for 

anomalies such as recently-renovated units in old buildings, using condominium data ensures 

that the variation within each building is minimized, since each unit generally has the same 

quality materials and access to the same facilities.  

In general, Singapore’s average condominium unit costs $1,119,604, has about 1,392 

square feet in area, and is between six to seven years old. Odds are slightly in favor of it 

being leasehold.4 It is located on the 8th or 9th floor of its building, which it shares with 14 to 

24 other units. Its building probably has 20 floors in total.  

 

3.2 Issues Related to Data 

 Endogeneity problems, lack of information about individual buyers, and lack of 

information on building variation were the key problems of the data.  

 

3.2.1 Income/Unit Number Endogeneity   

One notable trend related to income is that as income increases, the average number 

of units on each floor increases. Only 0.5% of the observations in the low-income group were 

located in buildings that had fewer than 5 units per floor, while more than 10% of 

observations in the high-income group were located in buildings with fewer than 5 units per 

floor. This may bias coefficient estimates for lower unit numbers upwards, and coefficient 

estimates of lucky unit numbers downwards. The empirical strategy and results sections 
                                                 
4 See glossary in the Appendix for a more complete definition of freehold or leasehold. Freehold buildings 
are buildings whose ownership rights are held in perpetuity; leasehold buildings’ ownership rights are held 
for a maximum of 99 years. 
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discuss this problem in greater detail. In addition, high-income buildings tend to fall in the 

freehold category (77.8%) while low-income buildings tend to fall in the leasehold category 

(79.4%). This is easy to control for with the inclusion of a dummy variable for freehold 

buildings. 

An additional qualifying statement must be made about the data. Though the data set 

has information on every single condominium unit transaction, it does not represent the 

Singapore real estate market as a whole. The majority of Singaporeans do not live in 

condominiums. About 80% live in government-built price-controlled apartments known as 

Housing Development Board (HDB) flats, for which the government does not release unit 

number information. The rest live in private residences, the majority of which are 

condominiums, priced significantly higher than HDB flats. Thus the study yields information 

only on the condominium market and focuses on a segment of Singapore’s population that 

has incomes high enough to afford private housing.  

 

3.2.2 Individual Buyer Information   

One major piece of missing information was buyer-level income data, especially in 

light of the paper’s second goal of estimating income elasticity. The income levels of buyers 

were characterized in three different ways. Residential districts were grouped into four 

different income categories according to their average transaction price. Another method 

grouped transactions into four income categories by the 25th, 50th and 75th transaction price 

percentiles. A histogram of real prices reveals that it has a typical log-normal distribution 

[see figure 3.1]. Finally, the third method used data from the 2000 Singapore Population 

Census. The available information was grainier than ideal: the report grouped monthly 

income in increments of $1,000 and reported the number of people in each district within 

each income group. Further, since the district categories used in the census were different 
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from the ones used in the transaction price data, the information obtained was not necessarily 

reliable. The empirical strategies section discusses the problem of proxying income in greater 

detail [see Section II of Appendix for table of income proxy methods]. 

 

Figure 3.1 

Histogram of Real Prices Histogram of Log Prices 
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 The data presented several other blind spots with regard to buyer information. First, 

the data offered no additional information on the buyers or sellers other than the transaction 

itself, so the error term includes all variation in factors affecting buyer preferences. This is 

particularly problematic for factors correlated with a preference for lucky numbers or distaste 

for unlucky numbers. For example, data on buyers’ ethnicities would have been useful—non-

Chinese buyers may not consider the same numbers to be lucky or unlucky as the Chinese do, 

and this effect would plague any analysis that looks at the income elasticity of demand for 

lucky numbers, since the population’s ethnic composition varies with income level in 
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Singapore. The Chinese have the highest median incomes outside of the “other” ethnic 

category, which would bias results toward the conclusion that luckiness is a luxury good.5  

 
 
3.2.1 Inter-Building and Within-Building Variation 

Though all the buildings in the data were classified as condominiums, which must 

meet minimum facility requirements, there was no information on the more detailed 

attributes of each building.6 The quality of developer-provided features—Was there a 

separate laundry area, or just a washing machine?—and of communal facilities like indoor 

gyms or hot tubs could have created an omitted variable problem and obscured the results of 

the initial analysis. Fortunately, the exacting definition of the minimum facilities that 

condominiums must provide in Singapore meant that these variations were not as large as 

could be expected. Homogeneity of access to public services like public transportation, as 

mentioned earlier, further helped to reduce between-building variations in desirability and 

convenience of living. In addition, the data set was large and detailed enough that analysis 

could be performed on luxury and non-luxury subsets of the data, and a fixed effects model 

could be used to emphasize the impact of lucky unit numbers—a within-building variation—

and control for between-building variations in quality. 

Given the available data, within-building variations were more difficult to control for. 

Individual units may have been recently renovated by the seller, which may be reflected in a 

higher transaction price; aberrations like these are especially problematic because they could 

be correlated with unit numbers. Perhaps owners of lucky-numbered units consider their 

houses more desirable and do not feel the need to clean it up or renovate it before selling. 

                                                 
5 According to the Singapore Population Census 2000, Chinese median monthly income is $5,219; Indian 
median monthly income is $4,556, Malay median monthly income is $3,148. “Other” median monthly 
income is $7,250.  
6 Generally, swimming pools, tennis courts, function rooms, playgrounds, carparks.  
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Alternatively, owners of these units may be more willing to invest in maintenance because it 

has a lucky unit number. The lack of information about other variations, such as luxury 

condominium units in buildings that are not themselves considered luxurious—penthouses, 

recent renovations—was also a problem because they were difficult to control for and 

possibly correlated to lucky or unlucky unit numbers.  
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4   Empirical Strategy 

 This paper attempts both to estimate the implicit equilibrium prices of lucky and 

unlucky numbers, and to investigate their income elasticity of demand. To answer the first 

question, a hedonic model is used to decompose an apartment unit into its component 

attributes so that the prices of unit numbers can be analyzed in isolation. To answer the 

second question, the model is applied to different segments of the data, broken down by 

income, to see how the implicit prices change.  

There were several issues related to the variables included in the regressions. How 

should the model characterize lucky numbers? How should the model proxy for income? 

Which is the most appropriate dependent variable in this situation: price, price per square 

foot or log price? There were also model choices to consider: which model specification best 

isolates the impact of lucky/unlucky numbers from other factors? Given the lack of income 

data, how can the model infer lucky numbers’ income elasticity of demand?   

 

4.1 Characterization of Key Variables 

4.1.1 Lucky Numbers 

 First, a small but crucial question: what makes a lucky number?  

The sounds of Chinese words are often similar; a classic example is the syllable 

“ma,” which, when inflected differently, can mean either “mother,” “to numb,” “horse,” or 

“to curse.” Numbers are considered lucky or unlucky if they are homophonous with good or 
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bad concepts. The numbers 3, 6, 8 and 9 are lucky numbers—3 sounds like Cantonese for 

“growth” or “vigor,” 6 sounds like Cantonese for “wealth,” 8 sounds like Cantonese for 

“prosperity,” and 9 sounds like Cantonese for “long life.” The number 4 is an especially 

unlucky number because it sounds like the word for death. But categorization becomes 

difficult with multiple-digit numbers, and more so when referring to condominium units with 

both floor and unit numbers: which is more important, the first or last digit, the floor number 

or unit number? Is 48 luckier than 84, or are they both neutral? What about the eighth unit on 

the fourth floor? 

 This paper follows its predecessors in focusing on the last digit when dealing with 

numbers greater than 9. While other papers (Chau, Ma and Ho, 2001; Choy, Mak and Ho, 

2007) break off the analysis at the floor-number level, this one considers unit numbers to be a 

potentially important attribute as well. Not only is there greater possible variation in the data 

with unit numbers, unit numbers also better meet the Woo and Kwok (1993) condition for a 

product used in the study of superstition-influenced pricing: it is less likely to have any other 

intrinsic—that is, productive—value. A floor number’s value is associated with many other 

factors aside from luckiness. Higher floors are more prestigious, generally afford better views, 

and are farther removed from the noise and bustle of the streets below. Controlling for these 

other factors by the mere inclusion of a “floor” variable in the model may not be sufficient. 

Other considerations that contribute to a unit number’s value—such as the fact that units with 

a certain unit number, faces away from the street—are much more likely to be random 

(assuming that developers do not take lucky numbers into account when making such 

decisions.)  

 Initially, according to a priori knowledge of Chinese superstition, unit and floor 

numbers with the luckiest last digits 6 and 8 are grouped into the “lucky” category, while 4 
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comprises the “unlucky” category.7 But luckiness is not necessarily a yes/no category—

rather, one could imagine a scale that ranges from the very unlucky to the very lucky. Thus 

the lucky categorization is later empirically tested by running regressions on a full range of

dummy variables for unit and floor numbers ending in the digits 1-9.  Later regressions also 

include dummy variables for special unit numbers such as 66 or 88, the sixth unit on the sixth

floor, the eighth unit on the eighth floor, the sixth unit on the eighth floor and the eighth unit 

on the sixth floor—to allow for the fact that number combinations, rather than simply the las

digit of a number, may be importa

 

 

t 

nt.  

                                                

 

4.1.2  Income 

One of the key issues in designing the model was a way to proxy for the income 

variable. (This was important as a control variable to the paper’s first question, but even more 

important in answering the paper’s second question about income elasticity.) Since the data 

do not include information on the buyers’ income levels, income could only be imputed to 

the district level—a coarser and more imperfect measure than ideal. In the initial linear and 

squared models, three ways to characterize income were considered. 

 First, the price cutoff method divides the data into four categories by transaction 

prices: low income, lower middle income, upper middle income and high income are defined 

by the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles. This approach takes into account changes in 

desirability—the same unit that was in a high price percentile back in 1996 may fall into a 

lower price percentile in 2007 as its building ages and its appeal declines. However, 

segmenting the data by the dependent variable may yield biased coefficient estimates. The 

results section discusses in detail the fact that coefficient estimates for area, using this 
 

7 “3” and “9” are not included even though they have positive associations in Chinese numerology because 
they are “second-class” lucky numbers—that is, “6” and “8” have much stronger associations with luck 
than do “3” and “9” 
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method, are drastically different from estimates when other model specifications were used; 

in brief, this indicates that this income definition is problematic.  

Second, the ranked districts method orders each district by the average transaction 

price of condominium units in that district, and grouped them into the same four income 

categories. As with the price cutoff method, this assumes that buyers with higher incomes are, 

in general, more willing and able to afford properties with higher prices. The resulting 

rankings roughly correspond with the current perceived prestige of the district in the public 

mind. This characterization of income also suffers the disadvantage of not having an equal 

number of observations in each category, but, unlike the price cutoff method, does not rely 

directly on the dependent variable.8  

Third, income information by district from Singapore’s 2000 population census is 

used. As the data section describes, the census groups monthly income data into increments 

of $1,000 and reports the number of people in each district who fall within each income 

category. From this breakdown, this paper calculates the average monthly income of each 

district. However, the census divides Singapore into different districts than does the real 

estate data, which means that there was no way of imputing income information on 8 of the 

25 districts. Consequently, the analysis drops 10541 observations (about 10% of the total), 

when using this income definition [see Section II of Appendix for table of income proxy 

methods].  

 

4.1.3 Dependent Variable 

                                                 
8 The districts in order from lowest to highest average transaction price (as proxy for income) are: 22, 25, 
27, 26, 17, 19, 18, 23, 28, 8, 14, 16, 13, 5, 21, 20, 12, 3, 15, 11, 9, 1, 4, 10. There are different numbers of 
districts in each income group in order to keep the number of observations in each category as equal as 
possible. In the low income group: districts 22, 25, 27, 26, 17, 19, 18, 23. In the lower-middle income 
group: districts 28, 8, 14, 16, 13, 5, 21, 20, 21. In the upper-middle income group: 20, 12, 3, 15. In the high 
income group: 11, 9, 1, 4, 10. 
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This paper uses price rather than log price or price per square foot (PSF) as the main 

dependent variable. Given the log-normal distribution of transaction price, the log price is 

also used as the dependent variable, once the model is refined to eliminate endogeneity 

problems. Regarding PSF, though a common metric in Singapore, the absolute price is, 

arguably, a more important consideration for a buyer. A buyer can, within limits, choose to 

buy a larger, lower-PSF unit or a smaller, higher-PSF unit. But given the unit itself, it is 

ultimately its absolute price that determines if a buyer can or cannot afford to purchase it, and 

it is from this total amount that a buyer (consciously or subconsciously) must make his 

decisions on how much he is willing to pay for each attributes, including its unit number. 

Regressing lucky/unlucky numbers on transaction price itself also produces implicit price 

estimates that can be compared to prices of numbers in other areas, such as license plate 

auction markets. Further, similar regressions with either price or PSF as the dependent 

variable do not produce substantially different coefficient estimates.  

 

4.2 Main Model Specifications: Equilibrium Price Estimation 

4.2.1 Basic Linear Models  

 After deciding on the characterizations of lucky/unlucky numbers, price, and income, 

the hedonic approach is used to break out the impact of lucky unit and floor numbers from 

the other factors influencing price in order to answer the paper’s first question: how much 

does a lucky unit number of a condominium unit contribute to its ultimate price? In the 

model’s most basic form, lucky/unlucky groups are simply added to a linear equation relating 

the condominium unit’s attributes and the transaction price.  

 
Price = β1Area + β2Floor + β3Height + β4TopFloors + β5BuildingAge + β6TransAge + β7FreeholdYN  

+ β8YearsLeft + [IncomeDummies]β9   

+ β10LuckyUnitDum + β11UnluckyUnitDum  
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+ β12LuckyFloorDum + β13UnluckyFloorDum + ε9  (1) 
 
 
Table 4.1: Variable Descriptions 
 
Variable  Description 

Price Transaction price of unit. 

Area Area in square feet of the unit. 

Floor Floor number of the unit. 

Height Ratio of the unit’s floor to the highest floor of the building—a relative floor measure. 

Top Floors Dummy variable; equals 1 when unit is within five floors of the building’s highest floor. 

Building Age Age of the building calculated from the date its Temporary Occupation Permit (TOP) is 
issued. 

Trans Age Age of the building at time of transaction. 

FreeholdYN Dummy variable; equals 1 when a building is owned in perpetuity (freehold) and 0 
when a building’s ownership rights are leased from the government for 99 years. 

Years Left Years remaining in a 99-year leasehold agreement; takes value of 0 for freehold 
buildings. 

Income Dummies Set of four income dummy variables that each takes the value of 1 for a different 
income group of the population. Their criteria changes according to three 
characterizations of income, depending on the model used. 

Lucky Unit Dum Dummy variable; equals 1 when the unit’s number ends in 3, 6, 8, 9. 

Unlucky Unit Dum Dummy variable; equals 1 when the unit’s number ends in 4. 

Lucky Floor Dum Dummy variable; equals 1 when the floor’s number ends in 3, 6, 8 or 9. 

Unlucky Floor Dum Dummy variable; equals 1 when the floor’s number ends in 4. 

 
  

4.2.2 Basic Quadratic Models 

Multiple papers have pointed out that house prices do not necessarily vary in a linear 

manner with respect to attributes. For example, a condominium unit’s value may drop 

substantially from brand-new to one year old, analogous to the drop in a car’s value as it is 

driven off the dealership lot; the change in value between the first and second year, on the 

other hand, may not be nearly as large. Accounting for nonlinear relationships is especially 

important if some of the nonlinear effects are being captured in the coefficients for lucky and 

                                                 
9 A set of dummy variables for districts were included in the models where income not accounted for using 
districts (i.e. for the income characterizations using price cutoffs and the 2000 Census data). District 
dummy variables were left out in the version of the model with ranked districts to proxy for income, to 
avoid multicollinearity.  
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unlucky dummies. Thus squared terms were added for area, floor, height, building age, 

transaction age, and years left in a lease.  

 
Price = β1Area + β2Floor + β3Height + β4TopFloors + β5BuildingAge + β6TransAge  

+β7AreaSqr + β8FloorSqr + β9HeightSqr + β10BuildingAgeSqr + β11TransAgeSqr 
+ β12FreeholdYN + β13YearsLeft + β14YearsLeftSqr + [IncomeDummies]β15  
+ β16LuckyUnitDum + β17UnluckyUnitDum  
+ β18LuckyFloorDum + β19UnluckyFloorDum + ε  (2) 

 

4.2.3 Fixed Effects Models  

Neither the linear nor the quadratic model addresses an important endogeneity 

problem. Since luxury condominiums—whose units cost more—generally have fewer 

numbers of units per floor, the estimated coefficients for the lower-number unit dummy 

variables captured this “luxury” phenomenon as well as the luckiness premium that they were 

intended to reflect. As the data section discussed, it is impossible to control for every single 

inter-building variation such as this, raising the specter not only of omitted variables, but also 

of heterogeneity. 

Fortunately, the data set was large and comprehensive enough to use building fixed 

effects to account for inter-building variations that were unobservable given the data’s 

limitations.  The first aim of this paper is to estimate implicit prices of lucky and unlucky unit 

and floor numbers relative to neutral cases holding all other factors constant. It is a question, 

in other words, of intra-building variation: does a unit numbered eight cost more than a unit 

numbered four in the same building? By essentially including a full set of dummy variables 

for each condominium building in the data set, the model eliminated the possible differences 

between buildings from the coefficient estimates of the remaining variables, including 

lucky/unlucky unit and floor numbers.  
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It is important to note the assumptions made by the fixed effects model and evaluate 

them against the case of the Singapore condominium market. The model implicitly assumes 

that there exists a difference between two fourth-floor units numbered four purely by virtue 

of one being in Building A and one being in Building B, even if they are identical in all other 

respects. In addition, the model assumes that this inherent difference between Building A and 

Building B does not itself change over time. For the Singapore real estate market, this is an 

acceptable assumption, though not perfect. Buildings may change relative to one another if 

one of them decides to drastically revamp its lobby or enlarge its swimming pool, or if a 

developer breaks ground on a new construction site right next door to the other. However, 

Singapore’s regulations are strict and detailed enough to ensure that, in general, residential 

buildings’ rates of wear and depreciation do not change much relative to each other. For 

example, buildings are required by law to paint their exteriors and perform basic maintenance 

every five years.  

The fixed effects regressions were run using all three characterizations of income—

by ranked districts, by price cutoffs, and with the actual income data, and also on data 

restricted to buildings with more than five units per floor (to allow for at least one lucky and 

one unlucky unit number per floor in the sample).  

The fixed effects model addresses inter-building variation, but intra-building 

variation remains a factor in the analysis. It must be acknowledged that developers are 

possibly aware that people prefer lucky-numbered units and so choose to bundle those lucky 

unit numbers with other features (e.g. penthouses, windows that face the morning sun, or a 

slightly better layout of the apartment unit) in order to take advantage of any interaction 

effects and command even higher prices for those units. 
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With the inter-building omitted variable problem addressed, the fixed effects model 

was used to analyze the full set of unit and floor dummies (from 0 to 9) to see which digits 

were actually lucky. 

 
Price = β1Area + β2Floor + β3Height + β4TopFloors + β5BuildingAge + β6TransAge  

+β7AreaSqr + β8FloorSqr + β9HeightSqr + β10BuildingAgeSqr + β11TransAgeSqr 
+ β12FreeholdYN + β13YearsLeft + β14YearsLeftSqr + [IncomeDummies]β15   

+ [BuildingFixedEffectsDummies] β18 
+ [UnitDummies]β16 + [FloorDummies]β17  + ε  (3) 

 

Later, to account for special number combinations, like 44, 66, 68, 86 and 88, a set of 

dummy variables for these numbers were included in the regression. 

As the results section will discuss, these estimates reveal that the numbers 6 and 8 do 

indeed command a price premium. For the sake of concision, however, the analysis continued 

to use buckets for “lucky,” “unlucky” and “neutral” numbers. 

 

4.2.3 Interaction Effects 

After considering the effects of lucky and unlucky numbers separately, interactions 

between lucky unit numbers and other factors are also studied, including: the age of the 

building at transaction time, the fact that a building was freehold, the fact that the unit was 

one of the highest five floors of its building.  

 

4.3 Secondary Model Specifications: Income Elasticity 

With the implicit prices and discounts of lucky and unlucky numbers estimated from 

the fixed effects regressions, the paper turns to its second question: if luckiness is a luxury, 

normal or inferior good. In effect, this is a question of a lucky number’s income elasticity of 

demand. As in the previous question, the data would ideally have included the income of 
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every buyer. Since it does not, and since the ranked-districts method proved to be the best 

proxy for income,10 separate fixed effects regressions were run on each district to estimate 

the implicit prices of lucky numbers (6 and 8) and the unlucky number 4. Assuming a line

relationship—that is, the increase in the increase in demand for lucky numbers changes 

proportionally with income—a trend line was estimated. To allow for the fact that people 

paying higher prices for their apartments might be willing to pay a higher absolute price (but 

smaller percentage of the total amount) for a lucky number, the process was repeated with the 

percentages contributions of the lucky and unlucky numbers on the condominium unit’s 

transaction price. While this is obviously a less-than-perfect measure of income elasticity, it 

still allows the analysis to reveal the likely trends in the price impact of lucky and unlucky 

numbers as income changes. 

ar 

                                                 
10 Since the price cutoffs method, as the results section discusses, gives coefficient estimates of control 
variables that are out of line with the other methods, and the use of the 2000 Census income data entails 
eliminating 8 districts from the analysis for which income information could not be calculated.  
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5   Results and Analysis 

Baseline linear and quadratic regressions produced unexpected negative estimates for 

the coefficient of the lucky unit number variable, and indeterminate results for the coefficient 

of the unlucky unit number variable. To address inter-building variations that might have 

caused endogeneity problems, building fixed effects were added to the model. Results then 

showed a statistically significant price premium for the lucky numbers 6 and 8, and an 

extremely robust price discount for the unlucky number 4. Running fixed effects regressions 

on different districts shows that both the lucky number premium and unlucky number 

discount increases with income, suggesting that lucky numbers are, indeed, a luxury good.  

 

5.1 Baseline Regressions: Linear and Quadratic 

 Table 5.1.1 summarizes the results from the linear models 1-4, which regressed price 

on area, floor, height (relative floor), age at the time of transaction, income, dummy variables 

top floor (within top 5 floors of a building), freehold (ownership rights held in perpetuity 

rather than 99 years), and the number of years of ownership rights left in a leasehold building 

[see Equation 1]. Moving across the table, Model 1 did not account for income, Model 2 used 

the ranked districts income proxy, Model 3 used the price cutoffs income proxy, and Model 4 

used income information from the 2000 census. Table 5.1.2 summarizes the results from the 

quadratic models 5-8, with the same permutations for the income proxy [see Equation 2]. 
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Table 5.1.1: Linear Regressions  
 
  Model 1  Model 2  Model 3   Model 4  

  Price, No Income 
Controls   Price, Income by 

Ranked Districts   Price, Income by 
Price Cutoffs   Price, Income 

Information   

luckyfloordum 13,453.3 *** 18,299.5 *** 16,144.9 *** 14,804.8 *** 
  3,591.7   2,917.6   2,683.5   3,366.9   

luckyunitdum -15,228.0 *** -9,634.9 *** -10,387.5 *** -8,561.8 *** 
  3,544.4   2,878.2   2,644.4   3,315.6   

unluckyfloordum 9,832.3 ** 2,149.3   7,738.9 *** 11,482.8 *** 
  3,938.4   3,198.3   2,938.1   3,688.3   

unluckyunitdum 3,976.8   -3,618.5   -7,384.9 ** -7,817.3 ** 
  4,125.7   3,350.3   3,078.1   3,864.6   

area 985.4 *** 887.1 *** 700.1 *** 872.7 *** 
  3.1   2.6   3.1   3.0   

floor 16,866.3 *** 13,672.1 *** 12,772.3 *** 22,288.6 *** 
  314.5   258.7   252.5   299.0   

height -164,738.4 *** -103,422.4 *** -125,492.9 *** -218,928.8 *** 
  9,962.1   8,102.3   7,550.2   9,355.4   

topfloors -18,761.2 *** -29,933.4 *** -12,976.6 *** -30,946.2 *** 
  4,525.9   3,682.8   3,390.8   4,216.6   

buildingage -18,038.0 *** -11,610.6 *** -9,390.6 *** -13,823.3 *** 
  410.4   335.3   319.5   388.1   

transage -80.8   -8,066.3 *** -7,804.9 *** -6,157.9 *** 
  402.3   329.7   313.0   383.7   

freeholdyn 601,463.2 *** 360,318.0 *** 127,370.6 *** -72,726.1 ** 
  34,633.3   28,292.0   26,894.6   32,459.9   

yearsleft 3,156.5 *** 2,334.0 *** -207.9   -4,221.7 *** 
  392.5   320.5   305.1   367.9   

lowermiddle     103,852.5 *** 8,540.0 ***     
      2892.4   2,934.2       

uppermiddle     205156.1 *** 26,946.0 ***     
      3161.4   3,441.4       

highincome     717172.9 *** 416,357.7 ***     
      3222.3   4,962.4       

incomedata             224.4 *** 
              1.6   

incomesqrdata                 
                  

_cons -625,256.6 *** -592774.3 *** -120,580.1   -857,270.3 *** 
  35,630.7   29279.4   28,040.5   33,739.4   

N 105891  105891  105891  92829  

R-squared 0.5663  0.7141  0.7590  0.6695  

*** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level. 
Models are based on Equation 1 
Dummy variables for residential districts are absorbed into Model 3; to avoid collinearity, they are not included in the 
other models, which depend on assigning average transaction price/income values to each district to determine the 
income variables. 
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Table 5.1.2: Quadratic Regressions  
 
  Model 5  Model 6  Model 7   Model 8  

  Price, No Income 
Controls   Price, Income by 

Ranked Districts   Price, Income by 
Price Cutoffs   Price, Income 

Information   

luckyfloordum 1,554.5   6,378.6 ** 6,488.3 ** 5,340.5   
  3,606.4   2,932.8   2,688.1   3,364.3   
luckyunitdum -12,733.8 *** -8,161.7 *** -8,924.7 *** -6,180.4 * 
  3,517.7   2,860.1   2,617.9   3,277.3   
unluckyfloordum 13,436.8 *** 6,474.1 ** 11,760.1 *** 14,721.1 *** 
  3,914.4   3,182.8   2,912.8   3,651.5   
unluckyunitdum 2,961.5   -4,232.6   -7,548.8 ** -8,730.2 ** 
  4,093.9   3,328.7   3,047.1   3,819.2   
area 659.8 *** 738.7 *** 304.7 *** 590.0 *** 
  12.9   10.5   11.7   12.1   
floor 17,699.3 *** 20,186.3 *** 16,253.1 *** 29,310.2 *** 
  855.1   697.9   648.5   825.2   
height 352,494.7 *** 171,053.6 *** 112,859.9 *** -22,998.8   
  24,686.2   20,097.8   18,518.3   23,463.4   
topfloors 12,230.2 ** 6,244.0   15,065.0 *** -5,084.8   
  4,915.4   3,999.6   3,662.8   4,593.9   
buildingage -14,409.5 *** -4,689.6 *** -4,486.5 *** -6,520.7 *** 
  623.1   511.4   491.0   591.1   
transage 678.0   -10,044.3 *** -9,028.3 *** -4,173.3 *** 
  513.1   421.3   395.9   486.0   
freeholdyn -1,183,631.0 *** 334,997.2 *** 7,382.4   801,486.2 *** 
  158,832.0   129,412.0   119,204.4   142,113.8   
yearsleft -39,785.4 *** 1,420.8   -2,531.3   18,269.8 *** 
  3,783.2   3,085.2   2,843.6   3,397.0   
areasqr 0.1 *** 0.0 *** 0.1 *** 0.1 *** 
  0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   
floorsqr -34.7   -199.5 *** -128.1 *** -217.2 *** 
  25.1   20.5   19.0   24.7   
heightsqr -547,830.4 *** -342,103.5 *** -281,667.7 *** -256,273.9 *** 
  20,846.7   16,973.9   15,595.3   19,714.7   
buildingagesqr -219.7 *** -518.1 *** -383.8 *** -599.9 *** 
  32.6   26.6   24.9   31.1   
transagesqr 13.8   459.0 *** 378.5 *** 234.7 *** 
  33.6   27.5   25.3   32.1   
yearsleftsqr 256.4 *** 6.4   11.8   -143.2 *** 
  22.6   18.5   17.0   20.4   

lowermiddle     107,813.0 *** 39,440.0 ***     
      2,886.4   3,059.8       
uppermiddle     211,241.6 *** 79,604.4 ***     
      3,154.9   3,770.7       
highincome     717,593.1 *** 481,087.1 ***     
      3,229.6   5,345.5       
incomedata             -123.5 *** 
              14.1   
incomesqrdata             0.0 *** 
              0.0   
_cons 1,311,949.0 *** -542,551.9 *** 228,005.4 * -713,004.9 *** 
  159,087.0   129,662.7   119,734.7   147,155.9   
N 105891   105891   105891   92829   
R-squared 0.6   0.7   0.8   0.7   

*** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level. 
Models are based on Equation 2. 
Dummy variables for residential districts are absorbed into Model 3. 
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 The coefficient estimates for the control variables in both the linear and quadratic 

models were generally of the expected sign and significant. A marginal square foot of space 

in a condominium unit costs about $800, which is similar to the data’s average price per 

square foot of $795.37. This suggests that area’s relationship to price is linear, or at least 

close to linear. The quadratic regressions bear out this conjecture. Estimates for the linear 

area term were between $600 and $750, except for the $305 estimated by Model 7, which 

used the price cutoffs income characterization. Meanwhile, squared area terms were also 

positive but very small, ranging from 0.045 to 0.11.  

 The passage of one year reduces the unit’s price by about $8,000. Also as anticipated, 

buyers in the lower middle, upper middle and high income brackets pay progressively higher 

prices for their units relative to those in the low income bracket.  

 Interpreting the coefficient estimates for floor, height and the topfloors dummy 

variable is more complex: they should not be considered in isolation because they all address 

the same underlying issue. Counter-intuitively, according to the linear models, being within 

the top five floors of a building subtracts between $13,000 to $30,000 from the total price, 

controlling for other measures. The quadratic regressions estimate a positive marginal effect 

for the topfloor dummy, so it is likely that the earlier negative top floor coefficients were 

capturing the nonlinear effects of absolute and relative floor ignored by the linear regressions. 

The best way to interpret these coefficients together may be to apply the coefficient estimates 

to an average unit in an average Singaporean condominium: one on the ninth floor of a 20-

storey building. From Model 6,11 the unit’s absolute floor contributes $165,510 to the 

transaction price, while its floor relative to the 20-storeys accounts for $7,697. In total, 

moving from the eighth floor to the ninth floor of an average building adds $173,207 to a 

                                                 
11 Quadratic regression using ranked districts income characterization. 
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unit’s transaction price. 12 The average unit is not on among the highest floor of its building, 

so it does not enjoy the additional $6,244 top floor premium.  

 Estimates for the lucky and unlucky floor dummy variables were mixed. While 

coefficients for the lucky floor dummy were positive and mostly significant at the 5% level, 

the results showed that unlucky floors also commanded a price premium relative to the 

neutral base case, and these estimates were also mostly significant at the 5% level. Using the 

ranked districts income definition, the linear model estimated that lucky floors added 

approximately $18,300 (0.9%) to the total price, while the quadratic model estimated a price 

premium of around $6,400 (0.3%). Unlucky floors added $2,149 (0.06%) to transaction price 

relative to neutral floors in the linear model, and $6,474 (0.09%) in the quadratic model. 

It is inadvisable to be too credulous about these estimations, however, because it is 

likely that the coefficient estimates capture effects other than luckiness.13 (It is for this reason 

that this paper chooses to focus both on unit numbers.) Though multiple attempts were made 

to isolate the lucky and unlucky factor from the floor variables, not all of them can be 

controlled for. As discussed above, the model included a top floor variable for being within 

the top 5 floors of a building. The models do not account for a top floor premium at all when 

buildings are shorter than five floors—since all floors would meet the dummy variable’s 

condition. Space being a precious commodity in Singapore, buildings are more likely to be 

short if they are aimed at a “luxury” demographic. The fourth floors of four-storey buildings 

would probably command a top-floor premium above the first, second and third floors, and 

would also be systematically correlated with higher-priced units since they are located in 

expensive condominiums. The models do not control for either of these effects, which may 

explain the positive estimates for the unlucky floor coefficients.  
                                                 
12 (9 · 20186  +  92 · -200)  +  [(9/20 -8/20) · 171,054  +  (9/20-8/20)2  ·  -342,104] = 173,207. 
13 Later, fixed effects coefficient estimates for the lucky floor dummy are all statistically insignificant, 
which supports this hypothesis.  
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 The estimates for the lucky and unlucky unit dummy variables were also 

discouraging. The lucky unit dummy’s coefficient was estimated to be negative by all eight 

of the baseline models.14 Meanwhile, the unlucky unit dummy’s results were inconclusive—

it was the only variable of interest which had both positive and negative coefficient estimates

and only the Models 11 and 12 produced significant results.  

, 

                                                

 Clearly, the results from the baseline models seemed to disqualify the original theory 

that lucky floor and unit numbers command a price premium and unlucky floor and unit 

numbers suffer a price discount. But it seems curious that behavior so well-established in one 

market (like auctions for lucky-numbered license plates) would be completely absent in 

another market. So it is worth considering whether unobserved heterogeneity in these linear 

and quadratic models hinders estimation of the true price of lucky and unlucky numbers. 

 

5.2 Fixed Effects Regressions 

 Two possibilities for the baseline regressions’ puzzling results are the existence of 

omitted variables and poorly-defined lucky/unlucky unit and floor number groups.  

As the theory section mentioned, Bartik (1974) pointed to the endogeneity problem as 

one of the principle issues in hedonic regressions. A closer look at Table 1 in the data section 

hints at a “luxury” effect that trends with unit numbers: the higher the income group, the 

fewer units per floor. Only 0.5% of observations in the low income group had fewer than five 

units on each floor, compared to more than 10% of the observations in the high income group. 

Clearly, while the lucky numbers tend to be higher than 5 and unlucky number 4 is lower 

than 5, it is the lower unit numbers that are systematically correlated with higher-priced units 

in the data. This omitted variable might be biasing the results for the unlucky unit dummy 

upward, and results for the lucky unit dummy downward.   
 

14 Except for the models which did not account for income at all: Models 1 (-15228) and 5 (-12734). 
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 Building fixed effects provided the solution for this endogeneity problem. The 

method section provides a detailed discussion of the assumptions of a fixed effects model and 

compares it against the case of the Singapore condominium market. Since the first aim of this 

paper is to estimate the implicit price/discount of luckiness and unluckiness, accounting for 

all the unobservable inter-building variations in the data enables the model to isolate the price 

premium or discount that a lucky or unlucky unit or floor number had relative to other units 

which are identical in all respects except its unit number.15 

 Another possibility is that the a priori grouping of lucky numbers (6 and 8) and 

unlucky numbers (4) was not appropriate. Making the model more flexible by running 

regressions on the full range of unit and floor dummies tests this assumption. 

Three groups of regressions were run using the fixed effects model. Group A 

regressions relaxed the original assumption about which digits fall within the “lucky” 

category. The model included a full set of dummy variables for the last digits of unit and 

floor numbers (with UnitDum9 and FloorDum0 as the base cases.) Note that this paper 

focuses on the estimated prices of unit numbers from this point on. Not only were the 

estimated floor coefficients insignificant, but, as this paper has mentioned several times, 

choosing a unit number has fewer attendant issues than choosing which floor to live on, and 

thus the unit dummies offer a much purer way to estimate luckiness’ impact. Next, in Group 

B, dummy variables for special cases of unit numbers and unit and floor number 

combinations were included to extend the analysis beyond the last digit of each number. 

Finally, in Group C, the fixed effects regressions were run with lucky unit number groups 

redefined to include only those unit numbers that had consistently positive and significant 

coefficients in the Group A models. Tables 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 summarize the results.  

                                                 
 
15 There are 671 unique condominium buildings in the data set.  
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Table 5.2.1: Full Range of Unit/Floor Dummies 

 
  Model 9   Model 10  Model 11   Model 12  

  Price, No Income 
Controls   Price, Income by 

Ranked Districts   Price, Income by 
Price Cutoffs*   Price, Income 

Information   

unitdum1 4,955.7 ** 4,982.4 ** 2,290.0   5,723.5 ** 
  2,546.7   2,546.6   2,406.1   2,710.6   
unitdum2 3,148.1   3,148.8   3,613.9   2,409.9   
  2,558.4   2,558.2   2,417.0   2,724.6   
unitdum3 -2,917.9   -2,916.6   -625.5   -2,677.9   
  2,610.0   2,609.8   2,465.9   2,770.7   
unitdum4 -13,043.5 *** -13,007.9 *** -12,895.6 *** -13,435.6 *** 
  2,646.0   2,645.8   2,499.8   2,815.4   
unitdum5 2,556.0   2,525.2   3,003.3   2,534.0   
  2,715.6   2,715.5   2,565.9   2,886.2   
unitdum6 4,596.2 * 4,598.8 * 6,052.5 ** 6,789.1 ** 
  2,756.0   2,755.8   2,604.1   2,923.4   
unitdum7 1,721.1   1,733.8   1,000.5   2,013.9   
  2,879.4   2,879.3   2,720.4   3,061.8   
unitdum8 7,317.5 ** 7,322.8 ** 4,321.5   9,443.6 *** 
  2,961.9   2,961.7   2,798.3   3,149.4   

lowermiddleincome     4,722.5   62,816.1 ***     
      106,929.9   2,042.2       

uppermiddleincome     41,767.2   123,865.7 ***     
      126,278.2   2,723.8       

highincome     -116,909.9   391,622.7 ***     
      123,561.2   3,900.4       

incomedata             -157.2   
              694.6   

incomedatasqr             0.0   
              0.1   

_cons -8,518.8   8,137.0   254,257.3 *** 444,864.8   
  7,266.1   67,273.3   37,127.6   1,796,381.0   

N 105891  105891  105891  92829  
R-squared 0.4881  0.3865  0.6539  0.4663  

*** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level. 
Models are based on Equation 3. 
Floor dummies are excluded from this table because unit dummies are the main focus of analysis, given that they 
provide a purer way to capture the impact of luckiness and unluckiness on price.  
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 Table 5.2.2: Full Range of Unit/Floor Dummies, with Special Number 
Combinations 
 

  Model 13   Model 14  Model 15   Model 16  

  Price, No Income 
Controls   Price, Income by 

Ranked Districts   Price, Income by 
Price Cutoffs*   Price, Income 

Information   

unitdum1 5,139.6 ** 5,166.1 ** 2,508.2   5,575.8 ** 
  2,559.2   2,559.1   2,418.0   2,723.4   

unitdum2 3,334.9   3,335.3   3,836.1   2,252.9   
  2,570.7   2,570.6   2,428.8   2,737.2   

unitdum3 -2,733.5   -2,732.4   -406.4   -2,830.5   
  2,622.0   2,621.9   2,477.4   2,783.2   

unitdum4 -12,487.2 *** -12,447.9 *** -12,382.7 *** -12,830.0 *** 
  2,718.5   2,718.3   2,568.4   2,891.9   

unitdum5 2,724.6   2,693.7   3,209.2   2,378.0   
  2,727.1   2,727.0   2,576.8   2,898.0   

unitdum6 4,772.8 * 4,785.4 * 6,023.2 ** 7,085.2 ** 
  2,828.7   2,828.5   2,672.8   2,998.2   

unitdum7 1,864.3   1,876.9   1,187.3   1,834.1   
  2,889.9   2,889.7   2,730.3   3,072.5   

unitdum8 6,800.1 ** 6,808.1 ** 3,714.3   8,973.0 *** 
  3,035.9   3,035.7   2,868.4   3,224.4   

DummyUnit66 -18,653.8   -18,658.6   -8,651.3   -33,748.6   
  20,551.5   20,550.1   19,415.9   22,219.3   

DummyUnit88 79,086.9 * 79,084.7 * 84,026.9 ** -33,031.2   
  44,141.3   44,138.3   41,700.5   53,277.9   

DummyUnit68/86 -50,179.8 ** -50,188.8 ** -28,809.1   -55,737.6 ** 
  21,063.6   21,062.1   19,900.3   23,031.1   

DummyUnit99 85,906.6   85,910.3   66,826.9   -46,096.6   
  61,713.9   61,709.7   58,306.8   101,398.0   

DummyUnit44 -12,512.3   -12,537.3   -7,273.4   -18,241.4   
  13,645.6   13,644.7   12,891.2   14,298.5   

lowermiddleincome     4,847.7   62,830.0 ***     
      106,927.4   2,042.3       

uppermiddleincome     41,798.2   123,860.8 ***     
      126,275.3   2,724.1       

highincome     -116,862.8   391,570.1 ***     
      123,558.6   3,900.7       

incomedata             -156.8   
              694.6   

incomedatasqr             0.0   
              0.1   

_cons -8,806.4   7,797.2   253,973.8 *** 444,047.4   
  7,271.0   67,272.2   37,128.6   1,796,353.0   

N 105891  105891  105891  92829  
R-squared 0.4881  0.3866  0.6539  0.4663  
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*** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level. 
Models are based on Equation 3. 
Floor dummies are excluded from this table because unit dummies are the main focus of analysis, given that they 
provide a purer way to capture the impact of luckiness and unluckiness on price.  
The special floor/unit combinations (e.g. 4th unit on 4th floor, 8th unit on 8th floor, etc) are not shown because results 
were all insignificant. 
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 First, a quick overview of the control variable results: as with the baseline regressions 

using the price cutoffs income proxy,16 the estimations for the control variables in the fixed 

effects regressions were mostly unsurprising, with the expected sign and significant. The 

single exception was the area coefficient estimated by Model 11 in Table 3A, which is 

approximately half the value of the estimations from the other models. This supports the 

theory that the price cutoffs income proxy is less reliable than the others. On the other hand, 

the income coefficients for Model 10, which used the ranked districts income proxy, were 

completely insignificant, while the income coefficients for Model 11 were significant and in 

the expected direction. This is not necessarily an affirmation of the reliability of the price 

cutoffs income proxy—on the contrary, it is a symptom of its unreliability. The income 

groups in Model 11 are defined by specifying buckets of the dependent variable—the low 

income group includes all observations with transaction prices below the 25th percentile, the 

lower middle income group includes all observations with prices from the 25th to 50th 

percentile, and so on. In effect, the variables are designed to have a significant and positive 

relationship with the dependent variable. Thus the real disappointment is the fact that none of 

the other models produced statistically significant estimates for their income variables—a 

result of the lack of income data.  

 Three items of interest were immediately apparent from the estimated coefficients of 

the variables of interest. First, Group A regressions using the full range of unit and floor 

dummies reveal that unit numbers ending 6 and 8 did command statistically significant price 

premiums, while unit numbers ending in 4 did suffer a large and statistically significant 

discount. Second, Group B’s results showed, surprisingly, that the impact from the single-

digit unit dummies were much more significant than the impact from special unit numbers 

and unit/floor combinations. Finally, Group C’s results, which redefined the lucky unit 
                                                 
16 Model 7 (quadratic version) and to a lesser extent Model 3 (linear version). 
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number group to include only 6 and 8, agreed with Group A’s conclusion that the discount 

for unit number 4 was much larger in magnitude and much more robust than the price 

premiums for unit numbers 6 and 8.  

 From Group A’s results, the strongest results of all the unit dummies were by far for 

UnitDum4, whose large discount of about $13,000 was significant to the 1% level for all the 

models, large and extremely robust no matter which version of the income proxy was used 

and even with the inclusion of the dummy variables for special number combinations. As for 

the lucky numbers, 6 and 8 did qualify. Interestingly, many of the coefficient estimates for 

the other unit numbers were also positive. This indicates that 9 is lower on the desirability 

scale than Chinese superstition would suggest.17 According to the most reliable income proxy 

(using ranked districts, Model 10), a unit number ending in 6 commands approximately a 

$4,600 premium over UnitDum9, significant at the 10% level. A unit number ending in 8 

commands a $7300 premium, over UnitDum9, significant at the 5% level. This is still only 

half of the discount caused by UnitDum4. Figure 5.1 compares the unit dummies’ estimated 

implicit prices when special number variables are included. (A fuller examination of this 

asymmetry follows in the discussion of the Group C regressions’ results.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 Perhaps another effect is obscuring or canceling out the impact of 9’s luckiness. An analysis by Kendall 
and Smith (1939) shows that, when people are exposed to rapid flashes of numbers equally distributed 
between 0 and 9, they are more likely to report seeing an even number and exhibit “a bias against the 
numbers 1, 3 and 9.” (Brown, Chua and Mitchell, 2002) 
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Figure 5.1  

Estimated Premiums by Unit Number - Base Case UnitDum9
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 From the regressions that included special number combinations (Group B), the 

coefficients for the single lucky digit variables (unit dummies 4, 6 and 8 and floor d

6 and 8) were much more significant than the dummy variables for the special number 

combinations. To recap, the special number combinations included variables for special u

numbers and for special floor/unit combinations.18 None of the floor/unit combinations 

produced significant results. Of the special unit numbers, only unit number 88 had positive

coefficients, and they were mostly significant only to the 10% level. Dummy unit variable

68/86, surprisingly, had a negative impact on transaction price, significant at the 5% level. 

Given the strong results for UnitDum4 in Group A’s regressions, it was particularly 

unexpected that dummy unit variable 44 produced insignificant estimates. These inconclusive 

results are largely due to sample size: there are only 103 observations of unit number 66, 98 

observations of unit number 68, only 23 observations of unit number 88, 12 observations o

 
18 The complete list is: unit numbers 44, 66, 88, and 99; floor/unit combinations #04-04, #06-06, #06-08, 
#08-06, #08-08, #09-09 
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unit number 99. Most surprisingly, there are 240 observations of unit number 44. Evidently, 

concerns other than luckiness trump developers’ unit-numbering decisions. 

 

Figure 5.2 

Sizing Effects from Model 19A 
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 The fixed effects regressions on lucky/unlucky number groups (Group C) agreed with 

Group A that the magnitude of the impact of the unlucky unit number is much greater than 

that of the lucky unit numbers. Figure 5.2 compares the price impact of lucky and unlucky 

numbers against the control variables area and age. In order to avoid living in a condominium 

unit with an unlucky number, buyers had to forego a discount of more than $14,000, about 

0.8% of the unit’s total price or about 19 extra square feet in their home; in order to enjoy the 

benefits of a lucky number, on the other hand, buyers were willing to pay less than $4200 

(about 0.3% of the unit’s total price). This is perhaps an indication of a risk-averse 

population—people may prefer to insure themselves against disaster than to pay for a good 

that could potentially bring them bonus utility. More generally, this asymmetry is an 

excellent example of how differences in the perception of two objectively similar situations, 

depending on which situation is taken as the base case, can result in drastically different 

decisions, similar to the way people tend to save tax refunds (since they perceive that money 
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to have been theirs in the first place) and spend tax rebates (since they perceive the money as 

an addition to their normal income.) The behavior of a person in search of any-numbered unit 

and happens to come across the decision to pay extra for a lucky unit number or less for an 

unlucky unit number may be different from one who begins looking at unlucky unit numbers 

and must actively decide to pay more for a neutral number, or even more for a lucky number.  

 Of course, even with fixed effects models, there might still be omitted variables 

driving the regression results. As mentioned in the empirical strategies section, developers 

could be bundling lucky unit numbers with unobservable, intra-building features that the 

model cannot control for—like a better layout within the unit—because the combination of 

superior features and lucky unit numbers may enable them to charge even more than higher-

quality features or lucky unit numbers separately.  

 To investigate this, regressions were also run with interactions between the lucky 

number and unlucky number unit dummy variables and age, the fact that a building was 

freehold, and the fact that the unit was within the top five floors of its building. Results (not 

shown here) were inconclusive for the pure lucky and unlucky unit dummies, but, 

interestingly, the high income group interactions with the lucky and unlucky unit dummy 

interactions were significant (and the right sign) at a 1% level, and the upper middle income 

group’s interactions with the unlucky unit dummy were also significant at a 1% level. This 

hints at the question that the next section investigates—that lucky numbers are indeed a 

luxury good. In fact, it seems as though superstition in terms of avoiding unluckiness may 

also be stronger in higher-income groups—an interesting phenomenon, given that it cannot 

be motivated by conspicuous consumption. Perhaps the phenomenon reflects the desire of 

high income buyers to satisfy a minimum requirement (the equivalent to getting a “C” on a 

paper): even if they do not spend on lucky unit numbers, they at least avoid the stigma of 

living in an unlucky-number apartment.  
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5.3 Price Variation with Income 

 Now that a price premium has been established for lucky unit numbers and a discount 

for unlucky unit numbers, attention can be turned to establishing how those prices vary with 

income. Of course, any conclusions drawn from this analysis must remain tentative, given the 

lack of individual-level income information.  

This paper divides Singapore into its 25 residential districts and runs the fixed effects 

regression on each district [see Equation 3].19 Log price is used as the dependent variable to 

approximate percentage changes. Earlier in this paper, each district was assigned a rank 

according to its average transaction price in order to create the ranked-districts income 

categories. The estimated prices are charted below in Figure 5.3, in ascending order of 

income, to investigate any correlation. Regression details can be found in the Appendix. 

 

Figure 5.3 
Lucky Unit Premium v. 

Income Groups (Ranked Districts)
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19 District 2 is excluded because it only has 23 observations in total 
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 One difficulty is that once the data set is decomposed into district subsets, there are 

too few observations for significant results. Since the implicit prices and discounts estimated 

here cannot be relied upon, the analysis returns to the coarser breakdown of the data set, 

grouping the data into low income, lower middle income, upper middle income and high 

income groups, to allow for larger subsets of data. The ranked districts income proxy was the 

most reliable and thus used here. Figure 5.4 below illustrates the results (details of the 

regressions can be found in the Appendix.)  

 

Figure 5.4 

The majority of the estimations 

broken out by income groups are 

significant to the 1% level, except for the 

upper middle income group’s coefficient 

for the lucky unit dummy, which was 

significant to the 10% level. The 
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unit dummy and the low income group’s 
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These results imply that lucky 

numbers are a luxury good (though, of course, since these percentage changes cannot be tru

compared to percentage changes in income, the conclusion is necessarily questionable.) 

Interestingly, it is the lowest and highest income groups which discount unlucky unit 

numbers most, though the low income group’s implicit price for lucky numbers, even as a 
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percentage of total price rather than as an absolute value, was the smallest and statistically

insignificant. As the earlier estimates of implicit prices indicate, the unlucky number effec

much stronger than the lucky number effect. Here, it seems to be much stronger in the low-

income group than expected—perhaps a hint that risk aversion is even stronger among l

income demogra

 

t is 

ow-

phics than high-income demographics.  
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6   Discussion and Future Research 
 

 

 This paper’s theory section began with a question on rationality. Is it irrational to pay 

for one’s superstitious beliefs? Economics is not equipped to make a judgment about the 

rationality of superstition itself, but it can judge the rationality of a decision to act on that 

superstition. In Singapore, according to this paper, a person pays an additional $4,156 for a 

lucky number and discounts unlucky numbers by $14,745. For a person who does believe in 

lucky numbers, the decision to pay extra for a condominium unit numbered 6 or 8 is rational, 

as long as this choice maximizes his utility. But what about the person who does not believe 

in lucky or unlucky numbers, but chooses to act as if he does—to give one example, a non-

Chinese buyer who chooses to factor in Chinese superstition into his purchasing decisions? 

At first glance, this might appear irrational. But it might be rational in period 0 for this non-

superstitious buyer to not take advantage of the unlucky-number discount if he believes that 

he faces a market of predominantly Chinese buyers who are superstitious in period 1, or if his 

future buyer will, in turn, act superstitiously because of his beliefs about superstitious buyers 

in period 2, and so on. This is not a stretch, given that the current market is exhibiting a 

preference for lucky unit numbers and a marked avoidance of unlucky unit numbers. Thus a 

seemingly irrational phenomenon could emerge—a market reflecting the superstitious 

behavior of non-superstitious actors—even if each individual is himself behaving in a 

rational manner.  
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Survival model analysis might be a way of illuminating the decision making process 

of market participants. If developers do not take superstition into account during their initial 

pricing decisions, do lucky-numbered units sell quicker than unlucky-numbered units? And 

do lucky-numbered units tend to be resold sooner than unlucky-numbered units after the 

initial sale, indicating that lucky-numbered units are more likely purchased for speculation, 

while unlucky-numbered units are more likely intended as the buyer’s actual residence? This 

would accord with the hypothesis that superstitious behavior is driven by beliefs about other 

peoples’ superstitions—since other people’s perceptions become more important in a 

speculative purchase—while the more tangible benefits of a unit (like square footage) 

become more important if one is to live in it.  

Another area for future research is the income elasticity question. While the results 

here hint that luckiness is a luxury good whose price increases disproportionately with 

income, the results could be much more conclusive with better income data. The original 

justification for more superstitious behavior among lower income populations was 

education—but education level would vary less among people who can all afford to live in 

private housing. It would therefore be interesting to include population segments living in 

government housing for which unit number data is currently unavailable.  

This examination of number superstition is only part of the broader question of how 

people respond to the nature of numbers. Other studies have shown how people exhibit 

preferences for round numbers over other integers and for even numbers over odd numbers. 

Those considerations are beyond the scope of this paper, but, taken together, studies such as 

these challenge the current concept of how people make decisions, and the factors that affect 

utility maximization.   
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7 Appendix 

I. Background Information: Singapore Real Estate Market 
 
Figure I 
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Source: Urban Redevelopment Authority of Singapore 
 

 
Glossary 
 
Condominium:   Condominiums are apartment buildings with access to facilities, which generally include 

parking lots, swimming pools, tennis courts and children’s playgrounds. They are at least 
four storeys tall. Condominiums are distinct from apartment buildings, which have no 
access to facilities.  

District:  Singapore’s district organization (and postal code system) has changed over the years. 
The district system used in this data set follows the old four-digit postal code system. 
However, the real estate industry still uses this system to classify buildings; classified ads 
in the newspaper usually note the buildings’ districts. Most people in Singapore have a 
general idea of which residential districts are more or less desirable relative to the others.  

Freehold:  Residential buildings with freehold ownership rights are owned forever once bought. 

Leasehold:  Residential buildings with leasehold ownership rights have leases that are 99 years long. 
Developers who wish to build on land designated as leasehold must purchase the lease 
before they begin building, so buildings’ leases have generally depreciated several years 
before residents first move into a new building. However, developers have the option of 
making payments to top up a lease to the full 99 years, which is why leasehold buildings 
in Singapore generally have at least 80 years remaining on their leases.  
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TOP:  Temporary Occupation Permit. Buildings must file a TOP with the Singapore Land 
Authority before they can be legally occupied, so building ages are generally calculated 
from the date that a TOP is filed. 

 

II. Income Proxy Methods 

Method Process Advantages Disadvantages 

Price Cutoffs 
Method 

Data divided into four 
categories by transaction 
price: low income, lower 
middle income, upper middle 
income, high income. 

Accounts for changes in 
desirability of buildings and 
units over time. 

Not a precise enough 
measure. May create 
selection bias and produce 
biased coefficient estimates. 

Ranked 
Districts 
Method 

Average transaction price for 
each district calculated, and 
districts ranked in order of its 
average transaction price. 

Rankings are similar to the 
generally perceived relative 
desirability of districts in 
Singapore. 

Not a precise enough 
measure. Static; does not take 
into account changes over 
time. 

Income 
information 
Method 

Calculates average income of 
district from district-level data 
from Singapore Population 
Census 2000, which groups 
income levels by increments of 
1,000 and gives the number of 
people in each district who fall 
within each group. Regression 
is performed with each 
observation receiving the 
average income of its district. 

Uses real income data rather 
than price as a proxy. 

District definitions in the 
census differ from definitions 
in the real estate data; no 
average income can be 
calculated for 8 of the districts 
(about 10% of observations). 

 

 

III. List of Models Used  
Model Description 

1 Linear regression of price on area, floor, height, (D)top floors, building age, transaction age, 
(D)freeholdyn, years left in lease, (D)lucky floor, (D)unlucky floor, (D)lucky unit, (D)unlucky unit 

2 SEE MODEL 1; with income dummies according to ranked districts method 

3 SEE MODEL 1; with income dummies according to price cutoffs method 

4 SEE MODEL 1; with income from income information method 
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5 
Quadratic regression of price on area, area2 , floor, floor2, height, height2, (D)top floors, building 
age, building age2,transaction age, transaction age2, (D)freeholdyn, years left in lease, years left in 
lease2, (D)lucky floor, (D)unlucky floor, (D)lucky unit, (D)unlucky unit 

6 SEE MODEL 5; with income dummies according to ranked districts method 

7 SEE MODEL 5; with income dummies according to price cutoffs method 

8 SEE MODEL 5; with income from income information method 

9 

Fixed effects regression of price on area, area2 , floor, floor2, height, height2, (D)top floors, building 
age, building age2,transaction age, transaction age2, (D)freeholdyn, years left in lease, years left in 
lease2, (D) unit dummy variables 1-8 (9 is base case), (D) floor dummy variables 1-9 (0 is base 
case) 

10 SEE MODEL 9; with income dummies according to ranked districts method 

11 SEE MODEL 9; with income dummies according to price cutoffs method 

12 SEE MODEL 9; with income from income information method 

13 

Fixed effects regression of price on area, area2 , floor, floor2, height, height2, (D)top floors, building 
age, building age2,transaction age, transaction age2, (D)freeholdyn, years left in lease, years left in 
lease2, (D) unit dummy variables 1-8 (9 is base case), (D) floor dummy variables 1-9 (0 is base 
case), (D) Special unit combinations 44, 66, 68, 86, 88, 99, 04-04, 06-06, 06-08, 08-06, 08-08, 09-
09 

14 SEE MODEL 13; with income dummies according to ranked districts method 

15 SEE MODEL 13; with income dummies according to price cutoffs method 

16 SEE MODEL 13; with income from income information method 

17A Fixed effects regression of price on area, area2 , floor, floor2, height, height2, (D)top floors, building 
age, building age2,transaction age, transaction age2, (D)freeholdyn, years left in lease, years left in 
lease2, (D) lucky floor, (D) unlucky floor, (D) lucky unit, (D) unlucky unit, with income dummies 
according to ranked districts method 

17B SEE MODEL 17A; with log price as the dependent variable 

17C SEE MODEL 17A; on a subset of the data with only condominium buildings that had more than five 
units per floor 

17D SEE MODEL 17D; with log price as the dependent variable 

18 SEE MODEL 17A; without income controls 

19 SEE MODEL 17A; with income dummies according to price cutoffs method 

20 SEE MODEL 17A; with income from income information method 

 

 

IV. Results Table for Income Elasticity Results 

 PRICE  LOGPRICE  
  luckyunitdum   unluckyunitdum   luckyunitdum   unluckyunitdum  

-32619.14   -133223.4 ** -0.0172041   -0.0734812 *** 1 0.163   0   0.0140501   0.0179972   

3 -1786.811   -18867.37 ** -0.0023591   -0.0358353 *** 
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0.757   0.011   0.0046468   0.005956   

17361.1   -45972.72 ** 0.0089488   -0.001036   4 0.338   0.033   0.0077995   0.0092826   

7932.519 * -2099.233   0.0074067   -0.0018098   5 0.092   0.721   0.0044603   0.0055774   

-11588.21   33021.2 *** 0.0146394 ** 0.0293759 *** 8 0.042   0   0.0058605   0.0072759   

43841.09 *** -33774.65 *** 0.0351174 *** -0.0039504   9 0   0.002   0.005039   0.0057817   

12912.96 ** -22319.22 ** -0.0048721   -0.002723   10 0.185   0.022   0.004955   0.0049366   

15441.3 * -52322.4 *** 0.0068165   -0.0263061 *** 11 0.068   0   0.0056411   0.0063351   

-8410.953   -35434.03 *** 0.0157864   -0.0433357 *** 12 
0.377   0.007   0.0110519   0.0152018   

-29339.48   -41600.25   -0.017993   -0.0507904 *** 13 0.158   0.111   0.0145406   0.0182558   

9363.139 ** 57.40445   0.0129336 ** 0.0015245   14 0.033   0.992   0.0055247   0.0068419   

-2988.565   -15157.7 ** 0.0019831   -0.0201494 *** 15 0.59   0.014   0.0038513   0.004287   

4680.968   5863.43   0.0142032 *** 0.0112237 *** 16 0.226   0.174   0.0035267   0.0039344   

11994.25 ** -8649.231 *** 0.0113954 * -0.0206609 *** 17 0.015   0.121   0.0058948   0.0066604   

150.6657   -16555.7   0.0016076   -0.0200075 *** 18 0.963   0   0.0039662   0.0044259   

214.6339   -6202.867   0.003084   -0.0093826 ** 19 0.956   0.185   0.0039081   0.0047307   

-20300.78 ** 20245.57 * 0.0114615 ** -0.0241612 *** 20 0.022   0.065   0.0049221   0.0061255   

-5702.338   -9510.899   -0.0040755   -0.0078367   21 0.353   0.169   0.0048155   0.0054168   

381.567   -6787.195   -0.0042964   -0.0088409   22 0.95   0.346   0.0064437   0.0076845   

-224.3542   -11320.81 *** 0.0030057   -0.0190117 *** 23 0.922   0   0.0026201   0.0032493   

-5488.948   4174.426   -0.0058282   0.0036372   25 0.143   0.401   0.005445   0.0072253   

-10222.53   16767.18   0.001442   0.0273422 ** 26 0.339   0.114   0.0139312   0.0138298   

475.3766   9609.116 ** -0.0003137   0.0136263 ** 27 0.901   0.05   0.0050979   0.006569   

2268.202   -2255.702   0.0000827   -0.0144799   28 0.749   0.781   0.0090276   0.0103433   
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